II
Transition.
. 3 III The Process .. As I began this series of paintings I did not realize what an impact the process would have on my work. When I was painting in a traditional manner, standing at the easel, using a palette, I was obsessed with the formal concerns such as color, composition, and balance. I realized that I had already assimilated those concerns, and did not have to be conscious of them anymore. Let us work with love and without fear of our faults, those inevitable and habitual companions of the great qualities.
Yes, faults are qualities; and fault is superior to quality.
Quality stands for uniformity in the effort to achieve certain common perfections accessible to anyone.
Fault eludes conventional and banal perfections. Therefore, fault is multiple, it is life, it reflects the personality of the artist and his character; it is human, it is everything, it will redeem the work. is there not only because a windmill was important to a farm which was still without electricity when I · was a child, but because windmills were the only breaks in the otherwise flat Dakota landscape.
The man I was talking to said that his mother was also Finnish and from a farm in the Dakotas. My explanation had validated his emotional response to the painting. 
CONCERNS
There are many things I want to express in my work. Western thought is based on accepted theories, such as those espoused by the church, the government, society in general. I think it is important to remember that these theories are just that, theories, and there is as much evidence to dispute them as there is to support them.
Our reality is based on logical Western thinking, but 
